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Abstract 
In order to describe propeller slipstream interactions with other components and assess the capability and applicability of 
different methods in propeller slipstream simulation, the flow fields and aerodynamics of propeller/nacelle and propeller/wing 
models at different work status are calculated. Numerical methods used for comparisons are unsteady method in which propeller 
is accurately simulated with body-fitted grid and quasi-steady approach where propeller is modeled as an actuator-disk. The 
solver used is based on unstructured embedded grid technique and OMP parallel method, Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations associated with the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model are solved and the governing equations are 
discretized by a second-order upwind finite-volume scheme and dual time-stepping scheme. The results for propeller/nacelle and 
propeller/wing configuration in axial flow conditions, which contain the induced velocity in axial and azimuthal directions and 
aerodynamics obtained by different methods, are compared. Meanwhile, effect of propeller installation to wing loads under 
different incidence flow angles is discussed further, and some meaningful conclusions are drawn. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA).  
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1. Introduction 
The interaction among propeller and other components brings an important influence to the aerodynamic 
characteristic of turbo-prop aircraft, which embodies in two aspects. One is the effects of propeller wake on other 
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components, which change the inflow magnitude, incidence angle and lift distribution of rear components. The other 
is the blockage effect, provided by wing or other asymmetric components, on propeller slipstreams, which will 
change the distribution of propeller thrust and torque. Therefore, predicting the interaction between propeller 
slipstreams and other components accurately and reasonably has been always an important issue during the 
aerodynamic study and design stage of turbo-prop aircraft, and a great number of researches have been conducted on 
it in recent years, see reference [1-3]. 
In the aspect of propeller slipstreams numerical study, developed methods can be classified as quasi-steady and 
unsteady with time terms discretization difference of governing equations. When propeller is simulated by actuator 
disk model[2,4], the real configuration of blades is not be described, which greatly reduces the amount of gird cells 
and decreases the difficulty of grid generation. Meanwhile, only additional source term needs to be added to the 
governing equations, which can be obtained by inquiring the airfoil Cl/Cd table or other ways, and the time 
consumption for calculation is significantly reduced due to the quasi-steady characteristic of flow fields. This 
method is a quasi-steady method in essence which is not suitable for 3D simulation, and the unsteady flow 
characteristics may not be estimated accurately due to the source term is obtained by 2D calculation. 
In the unsteady method, the configuration of blades is accurately simulated and unsteady Navier-Stokes equations 
are solved in inertial reference frame. In order to conveniently describe the relative movement between propeller and 
other components, corresponding grid technique need to be used, such as slide grid technique[5], embedded grid 
technique[1,3,6] and etc. Similarities of these methods are that the grid system is multi-block, in which body-fitted 
grids around rotating propeller and unmoving components (such as wing or nacelle) are separately generated and 
data need to be exchanged among different grid blocks. The advantage of this method is that it is much more close to 
the real physical situation and can accurately describe the generation and variation of propeller wake with time. 
However, complicated grid system and a large number of grid cells will be needed when compared with actuator 
disk model and several propeller revolutions must be computed for obtaining periodical results, which bring the 
simulation more time and resource consuming. 
The concerning contents are not the same at different stage of turbo-prop aircraft design or with different research 
work. For example, at preliminary design stage, a lot of aerodynamic estimations are required and interactions 
between propeller slipstreams and other components need to be rapidly appraised when propeller thrust is given in 
advance. At detailed design stage, more high-order numerical methods are needed to calculate propeller thrust, 
torque and figure of merit. The comparison of ability and applicability of different numerical methods in flow field 
details simulation and overall aerodynamics prediction can provide a reference for methods selection in turbo-prop 
aircraft design. 
Flow fields and aerodynamics of propeller/nacelle model and propeller/wing model are simulated by quasi-steady 
and unsteady method separately, aiming at finding out the results discrepancy and giving the application range of 
different methods. The results which are used for comparison mainly include the induced velocity in axial and 
azimuthal directions after propeller disk, and aerodynamics distribution on wing at different angles of attack. 
Embedded grid system is used for simulation, in which minor grid and background grid are generated around 
propeller and other components. The same background grid is used in the above two methods so that grid 
discrepancy is only limited to a small region around propeller disk, which makes the results comparable.  
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations are spatially discretized by an upwind finite-volume scheme and 
second-order precision is obtained by gradient reconstruction technique, the LU-SGS implicit scheme is used for 
time stepping and dual time-stepping scheme is taken into account for unsteady conditions, the solve process is 
accelerated by OMP parallel technique. 
The comparisons show that discrepancy among lift distribution on the wing, axial induced velocity behind 
propeller disk obtained by the quasi-steady and unsteady method is not obvious when propeller thrust is given in 
advance, although the azimuthal induced velocity reflects intense unsteady characteristics. The existence of the 
propeller changes the magnitude and direction of inflow, which contribute to the change of the lift distribution on the 
wing, and these changes are related not only to the work status but also to the location of the propeller installation. 
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2. Numerical method 
2.1. Grid system 
Two configurations both including rotating propeller and unmoving nacelle or wing are investigated and the 
influence of propeller slipstream on other objects is modeled by two different methods, one is unsteady method in 
which the propeller is accurately simulated and the other is quasi-steady method where the propeller is modeled by 
an actuator disk. In order to conveniently describe the relative movement between different objects and maintain 
consistency in nacelle or wing grid, overset grid system is both used in these two different methods. Body-fitted 
grids around unmoving nacelle/wing and rotating propeller (hub/blade or hub/actuator disk) were separately 
generated which are regarded as background grid and minor grid respectively, and the minor grid is fully embedded 
inside the background grid. The method used for grid connectivity is given as follows:  
x Layer number construction for grid cells: For each grid block, cells which are directly adjacent to body surface or 
actuator disk are marked as layer 1; those unmarked cells which are adjacent to layer 1 are then marked as layer 2. 
Then, the left cells will be marked with different layer numbers according to the method. 
x Donor cell searching and hole cell determination: For each cell (noted as C) in one grid block, cell in other grid 
blocks which contains the cell center of C is searched using Neighbor-to-Neighbor (N2N) searching algorithm 
and noted as donor cell (D). If the layer number of cell D is less than or equal to a given constant, cell C will be 
regarded as ‘Hole Cell’, which should be blanked out during computation. Those cells which do not have donor 
cells are temporarily considered as normal cells. Meanwhile, in order to enlarge the hole region in background 
grid around propeller and make the interpolated cell far away from boundary layer of minor grid, aiming at 
assuring the accuracy of flow field date transmission between different grid blocks, an artificial column space is 
given. Cell whose center located in this area will also be regarded as ‘Hole Cell’. 
x Interpolated boundary determination: Loop over all normal cells, the cell whose neighbors have ‘Hole Cell’ is 
defined as ‘interpolated cell’. 
The propeller/nacelle configuration is used here as an example for better elucidating the grid used by above two 
different methods, as shown in Fig.1. Pure hexahedron cells are generated in whole computational domain and grid 
refinement is made around blade tip and actuator disk in order to guarantee grid quality and computation accuracy. 
However, generated structured grids are treated as unstructured grids in real computation because that the solver 
used is based on unstructured grid. 
                                                                     
Fig. 1. Schematic of computational grid: (a) actuator disk (b) unsteady 
2.2. Governing equations and discretization method 
2.2.1 Governing equations 
The conservation form of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in inertial reference frame can be written 
as follows: 
   W
t
d F W nds W nds QFv
w³³³: w :     ³³ ³³w: w:                                           (1) 
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where, W denotes the vector of conservative variables,  F W  and  WFv  represent the vector of convective and 
viscous fluxes respectively, : is control volume, n is the exterior normal vector, Q is the source term. 
2.2.2 Spatial discretization 
ROE’s approximate Riemann solver [7] is used for the computation of convective fluxes and flux function on the 
interface can be written as 
   1 ( )
2
F F W F W A W Wij L R R L   ª º¬ ¼                                                          (2) 
where, ij represents the interface, L and R are left and right state, respectively, A is the so-called Roe matrix. 
In order to keep the accuracy of scheme, gradient reconstruction technique is used for the calculation of 
conservative variables on left and right side of the interface, see equation(3). 
    ( ) i i ii i ix y z x y zx y zW W W r   '                                                         (3) 
where  x y z  is the coordinate of interface center, r' denotes the vector from cell center to interface center, 
W is the gradient for primitive variables at cell center which is abtained by Green-Gauss law. 
One-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is used for the calculation of viscous fluxes, see reference 8. 
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Source term added to the governing equations can be written in the form 
 0 TQ S S S uS vS wSx y z x y zª º  « »¬ ¼ when actuator disk model is used, where S S Sx y zª º¬ ¼  represents the 
forces acting on the surface of grid cell. 
2.2.3 Temporal discretization 
Due to the qusia-steady characteristic of flow fields when the propeller is modeled as actuator disk, a Matrix-Free 
implicit LU-SGS method [9] for temporal discretization is used, while dual time-stepping approach is introduced for 
unsteady flows when the propeller is accurately simulated. Define that m is the pseudo-time level and n is the 
physical time level and then the dual time-stepping method can be written as: 
 
1 1 11 1 1 1 13 4 1
2
m m m n nn n n n nV V V V VW W W W Wi i i i i mi i i i i RitW
           ' '                       (5) 
where, W' is pseudo time step and  is physical time step, 1 +
m mR Rm mm m i iW WR Ri i i jW Wi j
w w  '  'w w  (cell j is the neighbor 
of cell i). The equation is also solved by LU-SGS method and physical time step is equal to 1/1440 rotating period. 
2.2.4 Parallel method 
In real computation, a large scale of grid number will often be used for better capturing flow features of propeller 
slipstream so that high requirement will be asked for code efficiency. In order to meet this requirement, a 
modification is made for the code based on OMP parallel method. OMP parallel approach[10] is based on shared-
memory architecture, in which all data is stored in a common memory and all threads have access to this place to 
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store and retrieve variables so that the grid do not need to be splitted. Compared to the MPI method based on 
distributed-memory architecture, problems of data transmission and load imbalance brought by grid splitting will be 
avoided and little effort need to be made for code modification. In real computation, OMP method usually divides a 
given work into pieces and gives one or more of these pieces to each parallel running thread so that no data 
association is allowed between different threads in order to avoid memory dispute. Therefore, grid cells and faces 
need to be regrouped before calculation and more detailed description can be seen in reference 11. Because the 
calculation loops over group numbers and there is no association between grid cells or grid faces in the same group, 
no dispute problems will exist when the work is divided into different threads by OMP method which ensure the 
parallel computation goes well. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Results for propeller/nacelle configuration 
Flow fields and aerodynamic characteristic for an experimental propeller/nacelle configuration is first 
numerically simulated. The flow parameters set for CFD simulation are as follows: free stream velocity Uinf is 30m/s 
and propeller rotational speeds n are 4992rpm, 5440rpm, 6192rpm and 6560rpm. The physical time step is equal to 
1/1440 rotating period in the unsteady simulation and distribution law of the force acting on actuator disk is obtained 
from corresponding unsteady result. 
Four locations, noted as position1, postion2, position3 and position4 respectively, are selected for analyzing the 
flow field behind propeller, see Fig.2. The coordinate system used is given as follows: X axis is coincide with 
propeller rotating axis which is positive in direction opposite to free stream, Z axis is along radial wise direction and 
Y axis is determined by right hand law, as shown in Fig.2. 
In order to assess the ability of this solver in predicting aerodynamic forces, a comparison of propeller thrust 
coefficient between computed results and experimental data is made, see Fig.3. It can be seen from the figure that 
propeller thrust coefficient is increasing with the increase of propeller rotational speed and the computed result is 
little larger in magnitude than experimental data, which is about 4%-7%. 
The characteristic of flow fields at different propeller rotational speeds is similar, so only flow fields at 
n=5440rpm is selected as an example to be analyzed. 
Fig.4 shows the distribution of circumferential and axial velocity on position1 at different blade azimuthal angles. 
It can be seen from Fig.4(a) that the profile shape and magnitude are obviously different which demonstrate that 
induced circumferential velocity is closely related with blade azimuthal angle. Compared to the circumferential 
velocity, only slight discrepancy is visible for axial velocity at different blade azimuthal position, as shown in 
Fig.4(b). The distribution law is similar at other positions and the discrepancy in circumferential velocity at different 
blade azimuthal position is decreasing with the increase of distance between propeller disk and the sections, and no 
more figures are given here. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of axial position 
      
Fig. 3. Propeller thrust coefficient 
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         Fig. 4. Circumferential and axial velocity distribution 
       
       
Fig. 5. Axial velocity distribution obtained by different methods: (a) position1; (b) position2; (c) position3; (d) position4 
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A comparison of axial velocity between the results obtained by two different methods is presented in Fig.5. It can 
be seen from the figure that the time-averaged axial velocity profiles at all positions are in very good agreement with 
the results obtained by actuator disk model both in the profile shape and the magnitudes which demonstrate that 
induced axial velocity can be well predicted with the forces acting on actuator disk known in advance. At each 
position, the axial velocity starts to increase just a little far away from blade root and a peak appears around 0.7R, 
then it begins to decrease and gradually comes back to free stream velocity. 
Fig.6 demonstrates the circumferential velocity distribution and Fig.7 shows a comparison of vorticity obtained 
by unsteady methods and actuator disk model. It can be seen from the figure that an obvious discrepancy is visible 
between the results obtained by these two different methods. This difference is most likely attributed to the 
following reasons: firstly, circumferential velocity distribution is greatly affected by blade drag. Secondly, the hub 
keeps still when blades are molded by actuator disk while it rotates along with blades when blades are accurately 
simulated, the difference on wall boundary condition is likely to be another reason. Lastly, apparent difference in 
vorticity distribution obtained by above two methods is visible, as shown in Fig.7, which may also lead to the 
discrepancy of circumferential velocity. It can also be seen from Fig.7 that the structure of tip vortices can be more 
clearly captured by unsteady method. 
      
        
Fig. 6. Circumferential velocity distribution obtained by different methods: (a) position1; (b) position2; (c) position3; (d) position4 
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Fig. 7. Vorticity distribution: (a) actuator disk; (b) unsteady 
3.2. Results for propeller/wing configuration 
As the second test case, flow fields for propeller/wing configuration are numerically simulated. The propeller 
model is the same with that used in section3.1, and the wing has a rectangular planform of NACA0012 section. The 
distance between propeller disk and leading edge of the wing in the axial direction is R and the distance from 
propeller rotation center to the symmetry plan of wing is 2.23R and 5.0R, where R is propeller radius. The operating 
conditions are as follows: free stream velocity Uinf is 30m/s and propeller rotational speed n is 5440rpm. The 
physical time step is equal to 1/1440 rotating period in the unsteady simulation and distribution law of the force 
acting on actuator disk is obtained from corresponding unsteady result. Meanwhile, a calculation of flow fields for 
isolated wing has also been carried out in order to obtain a reference solution. The coordinate system used is same 
with that in section3.1. 
Lift coefficient distribution along wingspan is presented in Fig.8. It can be seen from the figure that time-
averaged lift coefficient profile agrees well with that obtained by actuator disk model except a little deviation in 
magnitude. Compared to the isolated wing model, lift coefficient distribution along wingspan is greatly changed due 
to the existence of propeller. An increase in lift coefficient is produced on the side where the propeller blades rotate 
upward while on the opposite side a decrease is produced. Two peaks appear on both sides located around 0.7R 
away from propeller rotating axis. When the propeller is installed at different locations along wingspan, a 
discrepancy is observed on the side where propeller blades rotate upward. Compared to the results obtained from 
isolated wing model, lift coefficient is greater in both propeller mounting positions when angle of attack is 0 degree, 
while lift coefficient is smaller near the symmetry plane of the wing with the propeller located at 5.0R when angle of 
attack is 10 degree. 
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Fig. 8. Lift coefficient distribution along wingspan: (a) ; (b)  
Pressure coefficient distribution for two wing sections located at 0.7R from propeller rotation center on upward 
and downward side is given in Fig.9 for better analyzing the aerodynamic characteristic of the wing. Compared to 
the result obtained from isolated wing model, an increase in pressure difference among upper and lower airfoil 
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section is produced on the upward blade side while a decrease of that appears on the downward blade side which 
contribute to the change in local angle of attack due to the existence of propeller, as shown in Fig. 9. It can also be 
seen from the figure that time-averaged result is in great agreement with that obtained by actuator disk model and 
discrepancy in magnitude change of pressure difference among upper and lower airfoil section is visible when 
propeller is located at different wingspan stations. 
Flowing conclusions can be drawn from Fig.8 and Fig.9: lift distribution along wingspan obtained by actuator 
disk model is in good agreement with the time-average results. Compared to the results obtained from isolated wing 
model, an increase in lift is produced on the blade upward side while a decrease is produced on the blade downward 
side due to the propeller rotation. Discrepancy in the change of pressure difference among upper and lower airfoil 
section is visible when propeller is located at different wingspan stations. With the mounting location getting away 
from the symmetry plan of the wing, lift change is reduced on the upward blade side while it is increased on the 
downward blade side. 
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Fig. 9. Pressure coefficient distribution: (a) ; (b) ; (c) ; (d)  
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Fig. 10. Distribution of axial velocity: (a) ; (b) ; (c) ; (d)  
Two sections are selected on the plane that is perpendicular to Z axis and through the propeller rotation center, 
which are situated at 0.7R from propeller rotation axis and noted as position1 and position2 respectively. Fig.10 
shows the axial velocity distribution on above sections, where coordinate 0 on the horizontal axis represents the 
location of propeller disk. Compared to the result obtained from isolated wing model, the magnitude of free stream 
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velocity and its direction is largely changed due to the existence of propeller. The free stream veloc ity start to 
accelerate on passing propeller disk and the maximum can reach to 1.5 times of the free stream velocity. 
4. Conclusion 
Based on embedded grid technique and OMP parallel method, flow fields for propeller/nacelle configuration and 
propeller/wing configuration are both numerically simulated by unsteady method and actuator disk model, some 
conclusions can be drawn by analyzing the results. 
x With the force acting on the actuator disk known in advance, induced axial velocity obtained by actuator disk 
model is in good agreement with that obtained by unsteady method while great difference in circumferential 
velocity is visible. The reason that there is little discrepancy on axial velocity is mainly due to the axial 
acceleration effect depended on propeller thrust and unsteady effect can be neglected. Whereas, circumferential 
velocity is affected by many factors and time-dependent Due to the quasi-steady characteristic of actuator disk 
model it cannot take these effects into account, while unsteady method can effectively describe the changes of 
propeller wake with time so it is a much more accurate method. 
x With the force acting on the actuator disk know in advance, little difference is visible on the aerodynamic force 
obtained by these two methods. Consequently, actuator disk model is an efficient tool and suggested to be 
adopted to evaluate the interaction effect in the aerodynamic assessment stage during which the flow field details 
are not much concerned or the effect of propeller slipstream on other objects at the condition that the propeller 
thrust is known in advance. 
x The magnitude of free stream velocity and its direction is largely changed due to the propeller rotation and great 
influence is produced on wing lift distribution. Usually, an increase of lift is produced on the blade upward side 
and a decrease is produced on the blade downward side, however it is also affected by operating condition and 
propeller location. Therefore, the influence of propeller location is also an important problem during the design 
stage of turbo-prop aircrafts. 
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